
BENEFITS OF EXPANDING SAAS ADOPTION WITH
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

Companies are compelled by the speed of innovation that’s possible with moving services and
operations to the cloud. At the same time according to the Technology Services Industry Association
(TSIA), the growth in product features often outpaces the ability of IT teams to consume them. This
creates what’s called a consumption gap – and without the right services to help, it’s increasingly
difficult for companies to continually expand adoption of their SaaS product features and
opportunities. Even further, it’s hard to predict when and what type of service is necessary from the
time of solution purchase and when the need for assistance arises.

This situation means that services organizations need to evolve their offerings to help customers
increase adoption. That evolution needs to not only anticipate what customers should do next based
on their goals, but also provide the flexibility to go at the pace that makes sense for their team
and/or enterprise. This blog will to give you insights into key ways you can benefit from expanding
SaaS adoption affordably through subscription services.

Future-Proof Your Program
At the time of solution purchase, IT teams often know immediate specifications and goals. However,
demands often change and priorities may shift after initial go-live. As a result, organizations may
need assistance to guide their next steps on the adoption path once they have achieved their
original objectives. This is where having invested in a service subscription can help. By investing in a
subscription for services to go along with your solution, you will have access to a Customer Success
Manager (CSM) who will work with you to confirm your direction and provide guidance on what
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services and training you need to navigate any current or future changes. For example, at the
beginning of every fiscal year, different strategic priorities may come to the forefront that couldn’t be
predicted at the time of solution purchase or go-live. If your budget remains flat, the investment in a
service subscription means you have some coverage for service to help you through the new goals
and a CSM to make recommendations for the path ahead.

Access a Diverse Range of Services
Services subscriptions are trending toward offering some form of points or credits to use for
acquiring different types of service. At BMC, our Success Plans come with a designated bank of
“Success Credits” that can be redeemed for a range of service types including Strategy & Planning,
Deployment, Education and Technical Assistance. Investing in a subscription service helps ensure
you have access to a variety of service types to assist with diverse needs, such as planning,
deployment and technical assistance. By having a services subscription, you have the flexibility to
select the right service at the right time thereby prioritizing what activities your IT team will focus on
and what your vendor will deliver. This allows you to align tasks based on internal capabilities and
gain insight from your vendor for those things that require deeper understanding or reach to
specialized expertise.

Subscribe and Save
Many organizations are regularly buying services as individually tailored statements of work (SOWs)
for a specific fee and delivery period. This approach requires a fair amount of effort to determine
contract specifics before the SOW can be executed. With a subscription, the level of effort to
acquire a service is substantially reduced by using credits to quickly purchase the type of assistance
you need. The services available are often pre-determined engagements with clear terms and do
not need to be negotiated for you to have clarity around the outcome that will be achieved. Even
further, the more credits you acquire, the more value you get across your projects, especially time
savings from eliminating the often-protracted negotiations that surround SOW-based projects.

As you can see, services subscriptions deliver key benefits and help you to expand adoption more
affordably around your SaaS application investments. From future-proofing your solution adoption
with the assistance of a CSM to having a diverse range of services to choose from and gaining
savings and efficiencies from buying service “credits” in advance preventing lengthy negotiations
per outcome—services subscriptions are helping make solution adoption more effective and
affordable. With a services subscription, you will have the right services at the right time to close
your consumption gap more rapidly.

Please get in touch to learn how we can help you with a services subscription with BMC Helix.
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